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Graduating Classes
To Give Annual Play
Saturday, June 8
'The Romantic Age' By A.
A. Milne Will Be
Presented

KAY CARPENTER PLAYS
FEMININE LEAD PART
With Kay Carpenter, Norfolk, in
the leading feminine role, The Romantic Age, a three-act comedy by A. A.
Milne, will be presented by the graduating classes Saturday evening, June
8.
Alyce Gieger, Los Angeles, California, as Jervase Mallory will play
opposite Miss Carpenter, or Melisande
Knowle, as she is known in the play.
The other important masculine role is
taken by Billye Milnes, Rippon, West
Virginia, who portrays Mr. Knowle,
Melisande's father. The part of Mrs.
Knowle will be- played by Bertha Jenkins, Waynesboro. The rest of the
cast includes: Bobby, "Mike" Buie,
Lake City, Florida; Jane, Florence Holland, Eastville; Gentleman Susan,
Nancy Turner, Norfolk; Em, Frances
/' Wilkins, Strasburg; and Alice, the
•j maid, Mary Vernon Montgmoery, BaS. kerville.
•
Briefly, the play is the story of the
I romantic Melisande Knowle, who meets
) the hero of her dreams for trie first
(time, clad in medieval costume, and
: thinks he is her knight come to claim
i
/ a lily maid. However, he is but Jer■ vase Mallory, a stockbroker on his
/ way to a ball. She goes to bed, dream' ing that he is rescuing her from dragons; he goes to spend the night, not
(Continued on Page Three)
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Honor Society Closes
Seventh Year's Work
Sigma Phi Lambda Organized Under Direction
OfRuthShular
With, such achievements as
the
establishment of Sigma Phi Lambda,
junior honor society, the sponsoring
of a Wednesday Assembly program
and a tea for the honor students, the
Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta
Pi under the presidency of Mary Van
Landingham, Petersburg, has closed its
seventh year of activity on this campus.
The establishment of Sigma Phi
Lambda, a project of the local chapter for several years, was accomplished
under the direction of Ruth Shular,
East Stone Gap. The assembly period,
featuring William Spottswood Gresham, prominent baritone, and the tea
•for the honor students were on the
(Continued on Page Three)

Another commencement approaching with its unusually large
graduating classes forcibly reminds
us that Harrisonburg attracts more
students than any other woman's
college in the state. There can be
only one conclusion: Harrisonburg
must offer definite advantages to
the high school graduate. It may
be that we cannot isolate some of
these advantages, closely interwoven as they are with the little things
that have drawn us to the school
we shall soon claim as our Alma
Mater. However, we have attempted to analyze some of the college's
attractive features.
(Continued on Page Two)

Each Prospective Student
WiU Receive Booklets
Before Arrival
NEW FEATURES ADDED
INCLUDING PICTURES

Exhibition Given
At Hig School
Monday^Night
—i

History And Science Departments Displayed
Year's Work '
The history and science departments
of the Harrisonburg High School gave
an exhibit of the work which they
have accomplished this year last Monday at the high school building.
The science display included chemistry and biology exhibit's. Notebooks
which had been made during the year,
drawings and charts, two chemical
experiments, and mounted insects were
on display. The two experiments, one
of which was a photographical display,
and the other, a test for alkali soap,
drew much attention. The electrical
field was represented by telegraph sets
which the children^had made and by
a demonstration of how a house is
electrically wired. It is interesting
to note that two girls gave this demonstration. The history of the study
of electricity was also given.
A planetorium was made which
showed the positions of the eight major
(Continued on Page Three)

Plans for the addition of a number
of features to the Student Handbook
for 1935-36 have been steadily progressing with the appointment of Dolores Phalen, Harrisonburg, as business
manager, according to Elizabeth Bywaters, Opequon, editor. Mrs. Annie
Bailey Cook, dean of women, who is
the faculty advisor, and Frances Wells,
Suffolk, president of the student body,
have been assisting in the Handbook
revision.
Information concerning the infirmary, library, supply room, post -office
and other items of interest to the student who is entering Harrisonburg for
the first time is being incorporated in
the Handbook. Photographs of the administrative officials of the college,
and the major campus officers are being used for the first time.
The Student Government Association, Y. W. C. A., and the Athletic
Association will be represented by a
section as has been the custom in the
past but with the addition-coi. ,5U9n
necessary features as will aid the new
student in adjusting herself to campus living.
The revised organization of the
Handbook should aid in securing data
concerning the various campus organizations, according to the editor.
Handbooks will be mailed to each
new student during the summer as
soon as they come off the press. In
the fall, each old student will find a
copy in her room.
o

Education 323 Forms
Association Branch

Mary T. Gannaway Chosen
New Members Added
To Staff Of 'Breeze' President of Elementary
Council
Six new reporters have been added to
the BREEZE staff. In order to make
the staff, these girls had to be recommended by some member of the English faculty and successfully pass a
tryout. This tr^out consisted of answering questions on newspaper style
and form, and of writing acceptable
news articles. The new staff members
are: 11a Arrington, Pembroke; Agnes
Bargh, Cape Charles; Margaret Cockrell, Alexandria; Helen Hardy, Amelia;
Sue Quinn, Richmond; and Ruth Matthews, Front Royal.

Graduates Receiving Placements
Every Day; Outlook Is Very Good
Midsummer is a better placement
time than May for outgoing students,
Dean W. J. Gifford, chairman of the
placement
committee commented
Tuesday, although, he said, placement
has been going along merrily. An
indication of this is that the better
placement is, the more nervous others
get who are not placed. However,
the others will be taken care of.
"There are always two handicaps
that we have to work under, "said Dr.
Gifford, "first, the failure of students
to tell that they are placed immediately upon placement; second, their failure to tell of vacancies of which they
know, which they themselves may not
be interested in, but in which others
might be."
Students who have been placed after last week's issue of the BREEZE
are Seniors Mandane Anderson, Appomattox, student technician, University

D. Phalen Appointed
Business Manager
Of New Handbook

HarrUonburg Offers
Unique Advantages

of Va. Hospital; Ruth Bowman, Mt.
Jackson, in Shenandoah County;
Louise Golladay, Quicksburg, in Toms
Brook, Va.; Inez Graybeal, Christiansburg, in Alleghany County; Virginia
Hisey, Edinburg, in New Market, Va.;
Florerice Holland, Eastville, in Quantico, Va., Grace Lineweaver, Mt. Crawford, in Linville-Edoro School, Rockingham County; Elizabeth McGraw,
Andersonville, in Port Republic, Va.;
and Margaret Regan, Montclair, N. J.,
in Woodmere, L. I., N. Y.
Sophomores placed are: Brownie Biller, New Market, in Shenandoah
County; Evelyn Bywaters, Opequon,
at. Winchester; Brownie Comer, Shenandoah, in Page County; Doris Lohr,
New Market, in Shenandoah County;
Audrey Miller, Jerome, in Shenandoah
County; and Lottie Thornton, Callands, in Pittsylvania County.

Students To Receive
Yearbook Tomorrow
One o'clock, Saturday afternoon,
is the date set for the distribution of
the School-ma'am, the 1935 college
annual, according to Ruth Shular,
East Stone Gap, editor.
Slips which will entitle the holder to an annual will be put in the
psotoffice boxes of students who
have paid all theirl organization
dues and college fees. The yearbooks will be distributed by Mary
Blankenship, Cilfton Forge, business manager.

Registration Started
For Summer Session
Beginning June 17
A

■

Training Schools WiU Be
Open Both Terms With
Staff Of 10
Students who expect to enter the
first term of the summer session, opening Monday, June 17, are enrolling and
registering this week.
This session is organized into two
terms of aproximately six weeks each,
and all courses are arranged on the
term basis. The first term will close
July 26 and the second term will be
from July 27 to August 30s according
to the dates, given by the summer
catalogue, now available at the President's office.
Courses which will best suit the
needs of the different groups of students enrolled will be offered in all
major departments. The schedules are
(Continued on Page Three)

Annual Banquet Given
By Aeolians Tonight
Climaxing an unusually successful
quarter, under the leadership of Frances Graybeal, Christiansburg, the
Aeolian Music Club, honorary musical
organization, will hold its annual banquet tonight at the Stoneleigh Inn.
Five members of the club were presented in assembly sometime last week,
while four others made their inital
public performance as Aeolians at the
organ concert at the Methodist
Church. The club sponsored a reception of the Stage Coach Inn followu
ing the concert.
Another outstanding activity of the
organization was the very successful
tea recital given in Alumna: Hall,
Wednesday of last week. The program, based on the life ana works of
Johann Brahms, included four musical
selections, as well as a resume of the
composer's life by Annie Cox, Galax;
Inez Graybeal, Christiansburg, sang
Lullaby, and Daisy Mae Gifford, Har(Continued on Page Four)
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Seniors Give Up
Assembly Seats
To Junior Class
Joyce Rieley Reads
Prophecy Of 1935
Graduating Students
Kay Carpenter Reads
History by C. H. Schuler
In the first program marking the
close of the current school session,
the seniors last Wednesday morning
presented their class history and
prophecy and formally gave up their
chapel seats to next year's graduates.
The history, written by Clyde Helen
Shular, Broadway, was read by Kay
Carpenter, Norfolk. Joyce Reily,
Troutville, gave the humorous prophecy she had written for each of her
classmates. The morning devotionals
cwere led by the vice-president of the
class, Florence Holland, Eastville. Following this program, Marian Smith,
Norwood, Penn., senior president,
briefly reviewed the work of the class
during the past year and presented the
front rows of chapel seats to the juniors. Then, after the entire student
body had sung the Alma Mater, the
seniors filed out of the auditorium.
Evelyn Pugh, Edom, president of
the junior class, accepted the seats,
seniors are accustomed to occupy and
directed the moving of the juniors to
the front.
The junior seats were presented to
the sophomores and accepted by Nancy
Turner, Norfolk, sophomore president.
Genevieve Stone, Penn Yan, New
York, on behalf of the freshmen, accepted the second year seats after they
were vacated by the Sophomores. ,
—
;—o

Freshmen Choose
Class President
Mary Martha Cannon Will
Head Sophomore Class
Next Year
Mary Martha Cannon, Norfolk, was
elected to head the sophomore class of
next year at a meeting of the present
freshman class held Monday in Wilson
auditorium.
The incoming president has served as
treasurer of the present class and has
been active in campus activities, including Page Literary Society, Bluestone Cotillion Club, Frances Sale Club
and the standards committee.
The election was held after the recent decision of the student body to
elect class presidents in the spring.
This action was taken after an outline
of the plan had been published in the
Campus Winds column of the BREEZE.

Second of its kind in Virginia, a new
branch of the Elementary Council of
the Association for Childhood Education was formed on campus this week
under the auspices of Education 323.
Officers elected were: Mary Trigg
Gannaway, president; Bernice Sloop,
vice-president; Ann Parlapiano, secretary; and Mildred Townsend, treasurer.
The purpose of this organization,
according to the manual issued from
the main organization at Washington,
D. C, is "to gather and disseminate
knowledge of the movement for the
education of young children; to bring
into active co-operation all childhood
education interests, including parent
education; to promote the progressive
type of education in nursery school,
Harrisonburg State Teachers College Cawood, Daphna Burks Claytor, Evekindergarten and primary grades, and
to raise the standard of the professional has 222 candidates for professional di- lyn Ortis Cole, Mary Ellen Coleman,
training for teachers and leaders in plomas and B. S. degrees this spring. Brownie Frances Comer, Carrie Mae
Of. these, 93 expect to receive their Cook, Virginia May Craig, Louise S.
this field."
professional dipolmas; 41 are complet- Crowe, Marian Etta Curling (Dethe four-year course in home eco- cember), Anna Slack Day, Margaret
LITERARY SOCIETIES ing
nomics; 65, the high school teaching LaVelle DeShazo, Inez Marie Douglas,
CHOOSE PRESIDENTS curriculum; and 23, the four-year ele- Bessie Anna Driver, Noma Elizabeth
mentary course.
Farrar, Nellie Katherine Fauls, Nancy
Martha Way, Kenova, West VirThe complete list of those who ex- Catherine Flory, Rosa Lee Fowlkes,
ginia, and Janie Miner, Meridan, Mis- pect to be graduated on the evening Nita Johnson Gravely, Ann Louise
sissippi, will head the Lee and Lanier of June 11 are as follows:
Gunter, Lily Craddock Hamersley,
Literary Societies, respectively, the first
Professional Courses
Lena Elizabeth Harris, Beatrice Beulah
quarter of next year.
Elizabeth Arendall, Patsy Josephine Hart, Grace Booth Hart (December),
Other officers of Lee elected at the Armentrout (March), Elizabeth Clem- Emily Virginia Heyl, Iris Elizabeth
regular meeting' Friday night are: mer Austin, Ethel Clare Bagley, Janet Hobbs, Doris'Tate Hodges, Charlotte
Melva Burnette, Leesville, vice-presi- Constance Baker, Grace Evalene Bales, Elizabeth Homan, Mollie Sue Hull,
dent; Margaret Hottle, Manassas, treas- Noreen Alice Beamer, Brownie Caro- Ruth Elizabeth Hutcherson, Mildred
urer; Annie Glenn Darden, Holland? lyn Biller, Mary Davy Bourne, Jessie Adair Hutcheson, Nancy Rawlings,
secretary; Helen Shuler, Big Stone Gap, Perkins Bowles (December), Georgia Jackson, Nancy Marian James, Sue
erer; Annie Glenn Darden, Holland, Marie Boyer, Mildred Lucille Brock, Kent Jolly, Margaret Kyle Kirtley, Virchairman of the program committee; Margaret Wikle Butler, Evelyn By- ginia Dare Lewis (December), Kath_ (Continued on Page Four)
waters, Eva Gertrude Campbell, Fern
(Continued on Page Four)

Graduating Students To Receive
Diplomas And Degrees, June 11
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USE OF LEISURE TIME

"Virginia Teacher"
Review

CAMPUS 4|

"This is a period when many a social
With the many opportunities that
philosopher
tries his hand at proposSubscription Price
•,
■■•
*2-00 a Year the campus of H. T. C. affords, it ing some sort of Utopia," declares
TOM SAYS:
seems that more constructive ways of
usiny leisure time could be employed Dean W. J. Gifford, in the May 1935
"Better hurry up with Jtfioale
Associated «bU«iate_Jr«»
by those having it. Many of us have edition of The Virginia Teacher. In
-3 1034
1935^
hours in which we are free from classes his article, the dean presents a review term papers."
H>MON
and work—do we use it as a means of several recent stimulating books.
Editor-in-Chief
of improving ourselves in culture, hap- Of Walter Lippman, author of the
VIRGINIA COX
"Did you ever hear anything so perpiness, for a better citizen and a better Preface to Morals, Dr. Gifford claims
neighbor on campus or do we use it one finds him "the most conservative fectly wonderful?" exclaimed daughBusiness Manager
of them all." Upon turning to George ter as the radio ground out the last
Lois MEEKS
in an ineffective way?
Soule who wrote A Planned Society,
Assistant Editor
ELIZABETH BYWATERS
This prdblem challenges the na- Dr. Gifford says, "for Soule, capital- notes of the latest thing in jazz.
"No," replied Dad, "I can't say I
Managing Editor ,
GOLDIE COHEN tion, the state, the county, and the
ism has collapsed." The writer de- have, although I once heard a colCampus Editor
:
Lois SLOOP community. Likewise it challenges clares further that Harold Lacki has
lison between a freight filled with live
News Editor
,
DOLORES PHALEN the students here on our campus. The shown in some lectures that he betown drug stores afford the usual loaf- lieves as does Soule that "capitalist ducks and a truck load of empty
EDITORAL STAFF
ing place, where many of the students democracy" is doomed. Tray J. Cou- cans.
M. BYER
A. MARSHALL
G. STONE
rush as soon as classes are out; often a ley, finds that capitalism has failed
L. CLOUD
D. MAIRS
E. STRANGE
A date
whole Saturday afternoon is spent just the farmer, Dr. Gifford points out.
E. HUNT
L. MUNDY
B. SLOOP
A dance
wandering
around
down
town
without
H. MACMILLAN
C H. SCHULER
R. WARNER
Liberalism is John Dewey's cure for
Out late per chance
any particular purpose in view. There
E. THRASHER
the situation.
A quiz
are certain rooms in the dormitories
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Miss
Gertrude
Robinson
shows
in
No pass
B. WATTS which have become a place for daily her article which she titles All the
A. G. DARDEN
Gee whizz
and nightly gatherings. Why do such
M.WAY
H. MADJESKI
Children
of
All
the
People,
that
the
conditions exist? Mostly, because leisTYPISTS
teachers of Virginia play a leading role
ure time activities are neglected.
I often pause and wonder
J. Baker, C. Bryan, E. Cannon, M..F. Brown, P. Slaven
in determining the ratification of a
Education of one does not autoAt fate's peculiar ways,
code that will make for nation-wide,
matically stop; education, good or bad, uniform legislation to assure equal For nearly all our famous men
Were born on holidays.
h a continuous thing, during all our
rights to all children.
waking hours—these hours are imBy reproducing ten interesting essays
Harrisonburg Offers Unique Advantages
portant in helping to build characters
"Hey, where's that chicken I orderwritten
by pupils in the eighth grade,
and in revealing our real personalities.
__
. * (Continued from Page One)
ed
an hour ago."
Katherine Burnette, Leesville; and
We believe the location of the state teachers college on a bluestone hill Should we^ not spend these hours ad- Mary Vernon Montgomery, Basker"It'll be along soon, sir;—the cook
hasn't killed it yet, but she's getting
in the heart of the historic Shenandoah Valley is within itself an outstanding vantageously?
The school campus furnishes many ville; show how successful these stu- in some nasty blows."
advantage. Aside from the mountain air, pure water, and other healthful
means for leisure time pursuits, as or- dents are in writing this type of paper.
points of the location, there are features decidely inspirational. The very
ganizations, the athletic field, tennis The essays are particularly noteworthy
history and atmosphere of the valley, the southern gentleness of the town,
Prof.: "Now Gish, what's one- •v
courts, golf course, gymnasium, swim- because they point out how well the
of Harrisonburg, the truly uplifting mountain views—all—contribute tochildren
can
present
concrete
details,
fifth of three seventeenths,"
ming pool, radio room, music rooms
ward helping the college student derive the most from his work. •
Freshman: "I don't know exactly,
and library. These facilities of this "the result of keen observation."
In the second place, we point with pride to our physical plant, especially type afford us not only entertainment
In Arithmetic in the Primary Grades but it ain't enough to worry about."
to our modern dormitories and administration hall. The well-planned campus and recreation but also opportunity for by Louise Schlosser, it is shown through
\
the regular walks, the gray stone buildings with their red tile roofs present physical and mental growth through illustration that arithmetic in activi"Oh dear, I've missed you so
an appearance of tidiness, industry, and prosperity that should be characteris- the expression of our interest, ideas, ties is of first and superb importance
much!" and she raised the revolver j
tic of a teachers college.
ideals, tastes, knowledge, and appreci- in helding the child to appreciate and tried again.
We note in the third place a thing that should come first, but too often ation.
values and to solve mathematical probfollows as a secondary consideration in the minds of prospective college stuWith all of this in view, let us, lems.
The modern girl may adore spindents; namely, the curricula and faculty. It is said that Harrisonburg has therefore, take an interest in something
ning wheels, but she must have four
The
fussing
fits
would
be
less
frea greater proportion of people holding Ph. D.'s among its instructors than besides the everyday common things of
of them and a spare to be satisfied.
any other teachers college in the state. A wide range for the choice of a life and try to use our time for our quent, perhaps. We use this term because
we
are
not
sure.
We
grant
that
curriculum is afforded. Aside from the regular four-year academic course own betterment and wholesome living.
it is in the nature of college girls to
A prof who comes to class 5 minleading to a B. S. or A. B. degree in high school education or a non-professional
fuss at something, and if these must utes early is very rare. .In fact he \
A. B., and the two-year professional curricula, Harrisonburg offers especially
SMOKE SCREENS?
be a substitute'. for ants, think what is in a class by himself.
outstanding courses in home economics, music, physical education, and fourthat would do to the room-mate.
year elementary work. While teacher education is naturally foremost in all
One word I should like to say, for
The absence of ants would be detriAnd then there was the one that
the courses, the purely cultural part of college work is not neglected.
the juniors who will next year enter mental in another respect. It would
Nero
pulled on Rome, and was Rome
Along with other teachers colleges in the state, Harrisonburg satisfactorily Senior Hall. We who are leaving it
leave hundreds of girls without play- burned up!
places practically all of its graduates. This year, according to early reports, have tested it, and found it to be bepromises to be even brighter than usual for students completing their yond all our dreams for life as we fellows, without creatures to race with
their pencil leads, to sizzle and fry on
She was only a junkman's daughwork at H. T. C.
should like to see it lived at H. T. C. the radiators, or to smash, torment,
ter but was she ironical.
In the final place, we believe Harrisonburg draws a great number of We have discovered its many good and resmash between the pages of a
students Ibecause of the wholesome attitude prevalent on the campus. points and some bad ones. It is one favorite psychology book.
Be careful that the itch to succeed
We are not flattering ourselves when we consider the spirit of friendliness fault which could, we think, be remBut these are only minor matters doesn't make you rash.
and informality found at H. T. C. unique for a college with an enrollment edied, that I should like to bring to in comparison with the lack of relish
of over 800. Worthwhile extra-curricula activities play an important part your attention.
in the consumption of these boxes
The trouble with getting wise to
in campus life. Some local organizations, especially the college Glee Club,
The trains which pass several times that are sent from home were there
yourself is that it may make you
are recognized throughout the State. The many recreational opportunities a day make some smoke and soot that no ants to supply the cinnamon and
foolish.
offered by the college also contribute their part toward drawing the students has to be contended with; but the nutmeg that have been lost in the
amount is negligible compared to the mail.
together in a wholesorite; -happy association.
A woman writer tells girls they
soot
and cinders that pour from the
A desire for growth pervades the college from dormitory to classroom
Lastly we should consider the case should never marry a man who talks
and from student to president. Changes are made as they are considered chimney of the kitchen. To sweep for the poor reddish creatures. Are loud. At least it is sound-advice.
necessary and new features are constantly added. It is this alertness, combin- your room,' and return several hours they to be expelled f^om their luxed with the "many advantages already existing, that attracts high school later to find the floor and furniture orious quarters in a dormitory to the
v Exchanges
graduates and sweeps them on with other students toward more splendid covered with a thin film of gritty cruel and relentless earth without?
smut, does not inspire sweet tempers True, their lot at present is far above
collegiate attainment.
or sweet dreams. It is, of-course, the that of the ordinary ant. Their strugAnother press association meets, and
rooms on the back which suffer most. gle for existence has been lightened by privately, but unanimously agrees that
We who have lived here for many kind-hearted mothers who send food running a newspaper is the lousiest,
The Final Word
weeks wonder if something cannot be to their starving daughters and by in- poorest paid profesison on earth, whereIt would probably take this entire column to express all the things we done about it. Are there not smoke- active, starving daughters who leave upon they return home, buckles on the
would like to include in the final editorial of the year. For this reason, we consumers that could be made to dp crumbs and bits of food being in the old harness, and would not trade jobs
must skip around, making a few most sincere comments and leaving much of away with this excess carbon? Are, same spot .from Saturday to Saturday. with anyone.—Milan (Mo.) Standard.
there not means by which this annoy-' But does this give any reason for lowthe conventional farewells unsaid.
ance could be reduced to a minimum?
On publishing the first issue of the
Doubtlessly, the graduating classes are too full of their own thoughts of For the sake of those who will come ering the position of the red ant? Were
Santa
Anna Journal, Santa Anna, Cal.,
his
quarters
other
than
a
dormitory
leaving H. T. C. and starting out in new fields of work, to care very much after us we should like to advocate acone
of
the publishers received a letter
he
would
have
to
fight
and
labor
just
about plans for the next term. We respect their feelings and shall condense tion on this matter as soon as possible.
of
congratulations
from President
ike
his
cousins.
A
pitiable
state!
But
our pans and reviews as much as possible. But before we go on, let us say that
this shall not be his if college maids Roosevelt. Nice work!
we congratulate the seniors and graduating sophomores and wish them all sucSHOULD ANTS BE ABOLISHED
continue to act their ages and use
cess in whatever undertaking they may meet.
Professor Mortin of Iowa declares,
their minds.
In regard to this year's work, we wish to express to the faculty and stuAgain we ask you to' do some
"We do not live by thinking, because
If
you
agree
that
the
red
ant
should
dents our sincerest appreciation for their splendid co-operation. We feel straight thinking. The best way to
90 per cent of our activities are done
that this was unbroken when the new officers took over the publication. answer the above question is to imagine Ibe exterminated, do something about
by habit." There's still some hope for
it.
•
M -i
Speaking especially for the last quarter, when we have had the opportunity the predicament of six hundred and
some of us!
and responsibility of editing the paper, we again thank each one who has con- fifty college girls without the species
STATE* TO PRESENT
tributed toward its progress.
of monomonium paraonis that com"Vassar Kisses" was the name of a
We hope some progress has been realized. As is natural for new workers, monly infests a dormjtory. They
'DOUBTING THOMAS' brand of candy being manufactured
we have made mistakes, but we shall not regret them if they have been the would have no innocent creatures upby a certain caridy company till the
means of opening up new fields of attainment.
on which to vent their feelings, no
It should be of interest to know that authorities at jealous Vassar College,
For the last time this year, let us emphasize the fact that the BREEZE is at source of wholesome recreation or no Harrisonburg and the State Theatre who were no doubt fearing, too much
has been honored by being given the corrfpetition for their students, obtainall times open for suggestions and criticisms ffom its readers. The staff will flavoring for prized delicacies.
The young ladies would have less WORLD
PREMIERE
PUBLIC ed an injunction forbidding further
be reorganized next fall; more new features will be added to the columns; new
and more worthwhile ideas will be expressed through the editorials. In short, occasion for screaming. This condi- SHOWING of Will Rogers' latest use of the title.—Ring Turn Phi.
we hope to do more toward carrying out the three-fold aim of the BREEZE: tion would give us the opinion that picture, "Doubting-'Thomas." The
to present as accurately as possible all the news of the college, to reflect and either the school was becoming less National release date for this produc- four days PRIOR to national release
direct student opinion, and to contribute, as a well-organized extra-curricular voice-conscious or that the girls were tion is June 7, whereas the showing —a rare distinction for a city of this
totally lacking in enthusiasm.
in Harrisonburg begins June 3rd— size.
activity, to the welfare of the college.

EDITORIAL COMMENT

s
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THE BREEZE

WereYouWondering?
By

SUE QUINN

This Week's Chapel

Monday
"Seek God Through Beauty" wps
"Contrary to popular belief, gradu(Note;. Something to look, forward
the profitable subject of the talk given
ates of the Teachers Colleges nearly
by Anne Van Landingham, Peters- to,—Miss Marbut has promised me in always secure positions," said Dr. S.
burg, at the Y. W. C. A. Service, Sun- the fall an interview about her trip P. Duke in Chapel Monday, May 27.
day, May 26. Elizabeth Strange, Rich- abroad this summer, if she goes.)
In reviewing a pamphlet which he has
It was my good fortune to find both
mond, conducted the service by readprepared on the contributions of the
the Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln at their
ing
the
Scrippire
and
prayer.
The Lee Literary! Society held its
teachers colleges of the state, their
Anna Mae Harris and Frances Kelannual picnic Saturday afternoon, May lam visited at the State Teachers Col"The life that would be complete; home. The interview brought a de- financing, and the A.B. Degree in
25, at Riven Rock in Harrisonburg lege in Fredericksburg last week-end. that would be sweet and sane, as well lightful mixture of comments and re- these schools, Dr. Duke also said that
* » *
Park.
sponses from both Mr. and Mrs. Linas strong, must be softened and enrichstudents in these institutions pay
Members of the society were driven
A miscellaneous shower was given ed by a love of the beautiful," stated coln at the same time.
about 90% of the total cost of their
to the Park in faculty cars. Approxi- recently for Mrs. Reba Jefferson by
Before
I
could
begin
to
ask
questions
mately sixty people attended.
Esther Sprouse. Refreshments were Miss Van Landingham, mentioning in- the two of them suggested (one filling education. The Virginia teachers col* * *
leges receive less money per capita
served after the gifts had been opened. stances in everyday experiences. ConEttie Henry and Carrie Mae Turner Those who were present were: Eleanor tinuing, the speaker stated, "The Cre- in where the other left off), "Any- from the state than any other teachers
went with Louise Davis to her home Cole, Bobby Campbell, Mary Coleator has not covered the world with thing the students want to know they colleges in the United States except
in Raccoon Ford last week-end.
man, Dorothy Chenault, Margaret loveliness, filled it with music, and come here to find out—that covers the
* * *.
those in Tennessee and North Carolina.
Kirtley, Doris Bubb, Jane Epps, Cathgeneral situation."
Among other interesting facts, he also
Eleanor Cook visited Natural Bridge erine Falls, Annie Laura Vance, No- spread the beauties of earth and sea
"What
question
are
yolu
greeted
said that the teachers colleges educate
with her family recently.
reen Beamer, Elizabeth Austin, Polly on every hand for nothing. Man is
* * +
with most?" Tasked.
a larger per cent of Virginia girls than
Schuler, and Elizabeth Sprague.
the explanation of this lavishness of
"What time can I get a bus? What any of the other women's colleges of
Madeline Blair visited in Washing». * »
beauty."
the state.
ton over the week-end, Evelyn Hunt
is the first bus I can get?" Mrs. LinMargaret Hunt and June Sprinkel
In
conclusion,
she
said,
"Fortunate
Students are urged to make themin Luray, Margaret Aldhizer in New went to their home in Shenandoah last
is the person who has been educated coln says those are the main ques- selves familiar with this pamphlet.
Hope, Katherine Beale and Ann Gun- week-end. .
to the perception of beauty; he pos- tions.
Copies may be found in the library.
ter in Richmond, Gwendolyn Mc* * #
"What is your general impression of
sesses
a
heritage
of
which
no
reverse
Cormick in Raphine, Josephine R.
Helen Irby visited her aunt in Lex- can rob him. Yet it is a heritage pos- the girls?" I directed at Mr. Lincoln.
Friday Chapel
Miller in Woodstock, Christine New- ington last Saturday and Sunday.
"This year's the best lot tffcy've
sible
to
all
who
will
take
trouble
Following
the devotionals led by
comb in Waynesboro, Margaret New* * *
ever had," he answered without hesi- Dr. H. G. Pickett in chapel, Friday,
to
begin
early
in
life
to
cultivate
the
comb in Front Royal, Marian SampLe Cercle Francais had a picnic finer qualities of the soul, the eye, and tation. "I've heard less complaint May 24, the chorus of Waterman
son in Weyers Cave, MaV Simmerman
about them than any. They are
School, under the direction of Miss
in Winchester, and Jennie Spratley in Monday afternoon on Gifford's Hill. the heart."
more satisfied student body than those Madeline English, presented a very atMiss
Elizabeth
Cleveland,
the
Cercle's
Helen
Hardy,
Amelia,
read
a
pdem,
New Hope.
before, it seems."
sponsor was present. The Club had as "Barter," by Sara Teasdale.
tractive program. Miss English was
» * *
"Do you take much notice of the a former student at H. T. C.
Cora Lee Cramer went to her home its guests Dr. and Mrs. W. J. GifThe girls.of the Spotswood dormi- girl's dress?" I asked.
ford and Bobby Gifford.
The participants in the program
in Crewe last week-end.
tory were guests at the Tuesday night •» Here both willingly expressed them*. * * .
* * *
showed
an understanding of harmony
Y. W. C. A. service in Ashby Hall selves, s - «■*
unusual
for children of the elementary
Genevieve Stone, Louise Ellet, and dormitory. The program consisted
Seventeen members of the Travel
From Mr. Lincoln: "They're far bet- grades. The numbers given were:
Beatrice
Hart
went
home
with
Mabel
mainly of the singing of hymns which ter than they used to be, not as many
Group of Alpha Literary Society had
a weenie roast at a short distance east Watts to Lexington the past week- the girls seem to take special delight girls partially dressed, they're more Questions; Capital Ship; Song of Af-»
of Harrisonburg last Saturday after- end.
in. Elizabeth Strange, Richmond, fully clothed when they come over ternoon; Oh, No, John; Slumber; and
* *' *
Sea Dreams.
noon. The group was chaperoned by
read a selection from Larry. Agnes here than students of other years.
Miss Helen Simpson accompanied at
The Frances Sale Club's picnic was Bargh, Cape Charles, read the scripMrs. Nancy B. Ruebush who is the
From the Mrs.: "There aren't near the piano. ^
held Monday afternoon, May 27, at ture.
club's sponsor.
as many gym suits covered, by "coats
*
o———
o
Those present were: Esther Sprouse, Harrisonburg Park near Rawley
or without coats. The girls used to
Honor Society
president of the club, Leah North, Springs. Thirty-one members were
Exhibition
come over any time with anything on.
(Continued
from Page One)
Elizabeth Sprague, Mabel Estes, Sarah present.
Those things have been noticeabl
(Continued from Page One)
Those faculty present were: Miss
program
for
the
observance of Kappa
Curtis, Catherine Gimbert, Dorothy
there's been improvement in that line."
Delta
Pi
Day
on
January 30.
Hamilton, Norma Farrar, Joy Burgess, Julia Robertson, sponsor of the club, planets in the sky and their relations
I asked some general questions about
Some special programs given at the
Lettie Huffman, Reba Jefferson, Bobby Mrs. Adele Blackwell, Miss Clara to each other. Stories about the con- the store. The main business is the
stellations were told by the children.
Campbell, Elizabeth Austin, Frances Turner, and Miss Myrtle Wilson.
post office and the rest a kind of side- bi-monthly meetings were a discussion
* * *
Miniature gardens planned to attract
Pence, Blanche Griffin, Olivia Woodline. The store has always been the of the new curriculum by Miss Kathbirds,
specimens
of
all
kinds
of
ferns,
Mrs.
D.
O.
Dechert
of
New
York
ing, and Louise Fulp.
size it now is and has always had a rine M. Anthony, a review of the
* * *
City, formerly of Harrisonburg, is and wild flowers added beauty to the complete stock that it now carries. news by Dr. Otto F. Frederikson, a reLilie Buchanan went to her home visiting Mrs. Pearl Powers Moody for exhibit.
Snapshot development trade hasn't port of an education conference at
The history department gave three
Atlantic City by Dr. W. J. Gifford, a
several days.
in Waynesboro the past week-end.
been as large as it used to be.
displays, the first of which was a unit
"The girls used to take pictures of review of the Kadelpian by Virginia
on transportation. This unit included
Reception Rooms
SENIOR LIFE SAVING
any and everything," said Mrs. Lin- Cox, arid a talk on progressive educadrawings showing the development of
tion by Louise Golladay.
PASSED BY ELEVEN
Get New Radios transportation from carts to airplanes, coln.
The regular activities included the
The girls buy groceries there. "Such
an exhibit of airplanes and ships, and a
addition
of 33 members, coachings in
as they can use—open a can and eat
display
of
two
tracks
of
electric
trains.
Providing
for
the
long
felt
need
of
French
and
biology, a donation of
Eleven students have passed senior
it without further preparation," supa reception room in each of the dormiThe second unit was on the World
fifty
dollars
to
the loan fund, and the
life-saving tests, according to the complied her husband.
tories, a room is being refinished and War and consisted of graphs and postpicnic
at
Hone
Quarr. .
"How long have you operated the
plete list given out by Julia Duke, of- furnished in each dormitory for this ers showing the results and cost of the
Besides
the
aforementionedJeatures
ficial examiner. They include: Mar- purpose. Radios have been installed in War, of electric blinkers to show the store?"
"Nine years, nine years in October, of a year's work the club improved its
garet Schoene, Blacksburg; Peggy the recreation rooms already arranged cost of War in money and life, and of
room by hanging the pictures of varithey said.
ous campus buildings that had been
Byer, Hagerstown; Mary Adler, New in Senior Hall and Johnston Hall. They World War Relics.
"What made you start the store?"
will also be placed in the other build"Not in splendid isolation, but in
sketched by Frances Hughes, a former
York; jMildrfed Gartrison, HarrisonI asked wondering at the ideal location.
ings when the rooms are ready for courageous co-operation" was the
"Necessity!" they both exclaimed Kadelpian.
burg; Ruth Schilling, Bloomfield, New use.
theme of the third unit which conThe retiring officers are Mary Van
laughing.
Jersey; Lilie Buchanan, Waynesboro;
Students are urged to note regula- cerned the inter-dependence of nations.
Landingham, Petersburg, president;
I know that's a very personal quesMattje Ellison, Richmond; Janet Bak- tions regarding the use of these rooms, Exhibits of materials and articles used tion, and some people would be sensi- Mary B. Jones, Luray, corresponding
secretary'; Frances Pigg, recording secer, Washington; Lora Beazley, Char- so that everyone may derive the fullest in everyday life in different countries tive about it," I said.
enjoyment from them.
were on display. The ushers for the
lottesville; Mary Evelyn Kanode,
"I'm never sensitive 'bout anything retary; Louise Golladay, treasurer;
o
exhibit were dressed to represent difwhen it's the truth, but look out when Marian Smith, historion; Elsie Mallory,
Blacksburg; and Elizabeth Dalke,
ferent countries.
chairman of program committee; and
Have You Heardit isn't"; said Mr. Lincoln.
Woodstock.
Tables, cedar chests of all types and
Kay
Carpenter, reporter:
The store has served its purpose—
sizes,
book
racks,
bird
houses,
book
Dr.
W. J. Gifford is sponsor of the
Not all the entrants have finished
What's the matter with the editor—
we've lived on it for nine years," he
ends,
and-«oat
racks
were
the
contriorganization.
their tests as this goes to press.
gettin' gripey, they say?
added.
bution of the manual training classes
The incoming officers are Daisy Mae
It seems that some people who had
Mrs. Lincoln had left the room for
to
the
exhibit.
Gifford,
. Harrisonburg,
president;
PAIN
a while. I asked Mr. Lincoln if there
the honor of helping to fill this colEach child in every class had some
Elizabeth Schumacher, Harrisburg,
was any special interest he'd like me
umn last week can't take it—we were
part in and was responsible for some
Pa., vice-president; Eleanor Bobbitt,
If I could forget for an hour
afraid there were people like that!
to note.
part of the exhibit.
Reisterstown, Md., corresponding secThat you do not love me,
How's the little freshman in Senior
He called his wife, " 'Hon,' come
retary; Lois Meeks, Baltimore, Md.,
o
■
Then might I find consolation
Hall??
here!" "She's the general boss," he
recording secretary; Jane Epps, HaliIn lesser things.
Registration
said to me out of the corner of his
What about one of our honor roll
fax, treasurer; Goldie Cohen, Scotts(Continued from Page One)
mouth.
students getting a flunk slip?—what's
ville,
historian.
Not while you live and breathe
"Now are there any suggestions
the matter with these teachers, any- so ararnged that classes are completed
o
Can my soul be free;
at 1:00 p. m., except on Wednesday. you'd like to make?" he instructed her.
way?
->
Nor can I quiet the sorrow
Graduating Classes
"Well—no, but we're always anxHow are the dinners down aC Line's? "The faculty of the summer school,
My tired heart sings,
(Continued from Page One)
numbering thirty-four, will be com- ious to see the girls back in the fall,
—ask four prominent Juniors.
Wake me early, mother, for I'm posed largely of regular members of not only from a business standpoint at the ball, but in an obstinate motorDreams that we built together
the staff of the winter session. The but from personal contact. From the car in a wood. Early in the morning,
to be— lead in the Senior play!
That will nevermore be;
All faculty members who are work- training school will be operated both time summer school closes and the fall Melisande wanders to the wood and
Nor the long agony, weeping,
quarter begins, we figure they've all meets her knight again. He promises
ing for a Ph.D. are urged to attend terms, with a faculty of ten.
That each day brings.
There will be ample opportunities died," both suggested.
to come that afternoon 'to carry her
"cat sessions" in the BREEZE room—
for the students to enjoy varied recrea- ,Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln were in busi- off. He comes, indeed—an ordinary
you'll get educated—pl-enty!
Your love was glorious, vivid;
Wouldn't it make a sensational news tions. In addition to the swimming ness eight years in Philadelphia. Dur- man—once again Mr. Mallory, of the
Your eyes could I see
Melisande suffers
article if you could find out who I pools, golf course, tennis courses and ing the war the neighborhood changed. stock exchange.
Always before me, giving
are! Aufwiederschen next year!! P. college camp, each week one or more Neighborhoods change in large cities agonies, but Mallory shows her that
My spirit wings.
S. Rest easy, ye offenders, (here ain't excursions will be arranged to visit more easily than they do in small towns romance can exist even on the Stock
no more BREEZES this term.'^uh know. places of civic and historic interest, it was explained to me. They moved Exchange.
If I could forget for an hour
The play is being directed by Miss
This- space reserved for things we courses of artists and lecturers will be from there to a farm out in the counThat you dq not love me,
would liked to have said during our provided, and the school will be affili- try in Delaware. Family changes Ruth Hudson, head of the dramatics
Then might I find consolation
reign as the court reporter—report- ated with the Massanetta Springs Bible caused the next move and so for nine department and sponsor of the StratIn lesser things.
years "Line's" has served the students. ford Dramatic Club.
Conference.
er, we said—and dared not.

THE BREEZE

M. Holder Captures Freshmen Track Meet
ToBeHeldNextWeek
Individual Trophy
Physical Education Gasses
Youngest Class Is VictorAt
Swimming
Meet
Preparing For Annual
ious Over Juniors And
Freshmen To Play
Seniors Saturday

VltifflM
MONDAY and TUESDAY
FREDRIC MARCH and
CHARLES LAUGHTON
,

Sophomores

—in—

With victories over the junior and
sophomore classes to their credit, the
"Le* Miserable*"
freshmen will meet the seniors in their
final game tomorrow afternoon.
Last Saturday afternoon the school's
WED. and THURS.
youngest team defeated the sophomores by a score of 9-10. They had
ANN HARDING and
also
scored a 24-9 defeat over the junHERBERT MARSHALL
iors earlier in the week.
The sophomores won a 18-9 victory
over the juniors Monday afternoon,
"Flame Within ??
while the next day the seniors likewise
defeated the junior team 18-7.
All the games were umpired by Miss
8 Ucker's Shoe Repair Shop
Helen Marbut of the physical education department. Ellen Moran, New
Work Doni While You Wait
York,
is the baseball sports leader on
We Deliver To You Free
the athletic council. The class sports
Jl T. LOKER, PROP.
leaders are: Alma Fultz, senior; Lois
! Phone 8«-R
*J E. Market St.
Wandless, junior; Virginia McCue,
sophomore; and Marian Sampson,
MW^tf«MMu«i^iHM»iMuuii«Manai
9009
freshman.
SHOP AT THIB,

PARISIAN

N

CLUB NEWS

And See For Yourself
LADIES READY-TO-WEAR
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR,
and MILLINERY

The "goats" presented their annual
program in Page Literary Society meeting, Friday night, May 24. The announcers and "properties" were Virginia Duncan and Elizabeth Firebaugh.
The program consisted of a tap dance
by Marian Sampson; a comedy dialogue
by Elizabeth Bywaters and Jane Epps;
a tango by Emily Bushong and Jane
Lockwood; a song by Jennie Spratley;
and a selection on the mouth harp by
Susan Quinn.

ttnmmnmnnaauuuuunnnruitim
WHEN BETTER CLEANING
IS DONE WE WILL DO IT.
The only bargain today in-Dry
Cleaning is Quality.
,
PLAIN DRESSES
Cleaned and Pressed...,
Jn<5
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

Hayden's
Dry Geaning Works
PHONE

274

gexxxxs&xxxx%xssxxxx%xxxxx
STOP AT THE
CANDYLAND
j
<J for the Best Thing to Eat and 5j
Drink
J
HOME-MADE CANDIES
j
5 HOME-MADE ICE CREAM '
the best in town
The Beit Sandwiches for, the i
Money in Town

Garden Club
Dutch and English Gardens were
the subjects for discussion in the last
meeting of the Garden Club for this
year, held Thursday, May 23.
Holland, which has been calfed
Europe's flower garden, has some of
the loveliest spots of all. For privacy
in this crowded country, most gardens
are surrounded by fruit trees. Each
flower is raised to be a specimen.
The keynote of the English cottage
garden is that flowers are planted in
every available space, and often in alternate rows with the vegetables.
After a short business session the
meeting was adjourned.
o

Literary Societies Choose

(Continued from Page One)
Dolores Phalcn, Harrisonburg, critic;
jc«na»xvv««ii^^%\^^3»vi«i« and Vergilia Pollard, Scottsville, serg
VISIT OUR STORE
5 geant-at-arms.
FOR
j The new leaders of Lanier are: Marjorie Baptiste, Boydton, vice-president";
Ready-to-Wear
j Mildred Townsend, Manquin, secreShoes
tary; Sophie Rogers, Portsmouth, treasurer; Rosamond Wiley, Independence,
Dry Goods
critic; Virginia Lewis, Norfolk, serJ
A K'D
and Martha Jane Snead,
J NEEDS OF ALL KINDS j geant^at-arms;
Etna Mills, chairman of the program
committee.

i J. C. Penney Co. |
Harrisonburg,

Virginia

M'I

Annual Banquet

(Continued from Page One)
,!
risonburg, played Intermezzo, No. 1
(op. 117); Vergilia Pollard, Scottsville, Intermezzo, No. 11 (Op. 117);
and Julia Kilgore, Coeburn, Rbapsptjie,
in E flat. Those in the receivingjline
were Frances Graybeal, president;
Emma Dunbar, Dunbar, W$st Virginia, secretary; Miss EdnVTT Shaeff er,
head of the music department; and
Mrs. Vera Melone Conrad, sponsor of
the club.'
I .

The J. C. Dea^ Studio
Over Mc£roys **.& 10
School WorA A Specialty

PORTRAIT^ 0*V
DISTINCTION
Kodak Finishing
PHFNE 278-J
Harrisonburg,
::"
Virginia

fc

Graduating Students

t
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FEATURING^&ULK

Perfumes
Guerlain
Caron

;

Boujour
Lavin
Coty i
i
Per dram 45c to $1.89
§
a

People's
Service Drug Store

K
W

16 South Main Street
K3M) g»a»«g«g»«a»H«Baaaxoaattf
■

F

i

(Continued from Page One)
arine Liggett, Effa Bowman Lineweaver, Virginia Cosby McNeil, Katherine
Cunningham Manby, Hortense Manges
(December), Rovena Catherine Marshall, Helen Raynette Martz, Grace
Camille Mayo (December), Alma
Funkhouser Miller, Audrey Adeline
Miller, Doris Almelia Miller, Janet
Louise Miller, Nancy Chloe Minton,"
Barbara Noel Moody, Ann Virginia
Morris, Bessie Ann Nasl) (March),
Leah Mercer North, Frances Ophelia
Pence, Ophelia Pearl Printz, Margaret
Mae Pursley, Alice Elizabeth Rhodes,
Virginia Elizabeth .Rosenbaum, Lelia

Seniors Take Class Honors
With Sophomores
Second
Upper Classmen Win
Recognition For Sunt
Marguerite Holder, junior, WinstonSalem, N. C, with a score of 20 points,
was awarded the silver cup Saturday
night in the annual inter-class swimming meet. Edith Todd, Richmond,
and Mary Adler, Manhattan, N. Y.,
seniors, tied for second place with a
score of 13 points, while Margaret
Shank, sophomore, Harrisonburg, placed third with 11 points.
The senior class ..was the victor of
the meet, with the sophomores scoring close. The freshmen took third,
with the juniors trailing in fourth
place.
The events and winners of each are
as follows: single-length crawl—M.
Holder, first place, M. Shank, second
place; side stroke for form—M. Adler,
first place, S. Quinn, second place;
back-crawl—P. Byer, first place, E.
Cannon, second place; Breast stroke—
M. Holder, first place, P. Regan, second place. Novelty relay—D. MacDonald, first place, S. Nelson, second
place; tandem—M. Shank and M. Gilliam, first place, M. Adler and E. Todd,
second place; crawl—two length—P.
Regan, first place, Schilling, second
place; relay—D. MacDonald, Todd,
and Adler, first place, Shilling, Nelson
and Quinn, second place; intermediate
diving—K. Manby, first place, E.
Todd, second place; advanced diving—
Schilling and Holder, tie for first
place, Sue Quinn, second place, E. Cannon, third place. f
The seniors w^n first place in original stunts with M. Adler, P. Regan,
E. Todd, participating. The sophomores placed second. R. Cooper, E.
Cannon, E. Schumaker, Gilliam, F.
Rice, K. Manby, L. tSloop, and M.
Shank took part in this ^tunt.
Those representing4* the senior class
were: E. Todd, D. MacDonald, P.
Regan, and Mary Adler; juniors; M.
Holder; sophomores: E. Cannon, M.
Gilliam, K. Manby, M. Shank and
L. Sloop; freshmen: S. Quinn, S. Nelson, Schilling and M. Shoene.
Miss Helen Marbut and Miss Racha'el
Savage, physical education teachers
of the college, and Miss Julia Duke
were the judges of diving.
Varner Rucker (March), Mary Elizabeth Russell, Rachel Weaver Savage,
Colleen Coleman Saville, Janie Frances
Seay, Mae Morrison Simmerman, Audrey Kathryn Slaughter, Esther Louise
Sprouse, Ellen Marbaker Stanford,
Esther Turner Stone, Anna Louise
Stoneburner, Rachel Lucinda Swecker (September), Lorine Ray Thopas,
Lottie Wade Thornton, Alice Ayers
Tibbitts, Nancy Jones Turner, Katherine Mildred Ware, Kathryn Bancroft
Wilberger, Sadie Caroline Williams,
Eleanor Rebecca Withers, Margaret
Gene Yeoman. .
Home Economics /
Lillian Virginia Allen, M/deline Anderson Blair, Mary Elizabeth Blankinship, Beulah Virginia Brooks, Katherine Karle Bundy,. Marth^ [Alice
Campbell, Ida Matilda Cha&nanj Rose
Marie Cox, Mary Lee Doycl, Marian
Dunham (March), Jessie'Mae Punkurn, Elva. Ruth Early, Margaret Hardwick Fitzgerald, Ayleen Virginia Graham, Georgie Marie Gunn, Olga Sheppard Heard, Virginia Josephine Hisey,
Ruth Virginia Horton, Mary Ruth
Hu/st, Frances Heath Jolly, Mary
Bradley Jones, Sarah Roberta Jones,
Helen Bradford LeSueur, Grace Elizabeth Lineweaver, E. Lauck FcCraw,
Mary A Mason, Catherine E. Matthews, Billye Eliza. Milnes, Ethel Beryl
Obenchain, Frances Vivian Pigg,- Geraldine Jane Potts, Clara Catherine
Reynolds, Laura Belle Rutherford
(March), Jewell Evangeline Sheets,
Naomi
Stoutamyer
(December)
Martha Bowles Surber, Elizabeth Bos-

Keep Your Skin Mirror Fresh
HUDNUT"S

MARVELOUS
FACE POWDER - - - - JOc
Lipstick and Eyebrow Pencil
FREE with Each Box *
—At—

E^ent

Competition is in full swing among
WILLIAMSON DRUG
the freshmen physical education classes
preparing for the annual track meet
COMPANY
to be held Saturday morning, June
8 at nine o'clock, on the fieldv This,
meet will include the running broad
B£&^/^&&K&K&*^*&^\&&>' 5
jump, running high jump, fifty-yard
low hurdles, fifty-yard dash, fiftyyard relay, discus throw, baseball
throw, basketball throw and javelin
throw, the last being added only this
spring.
-DAYS
-4—STARTING
The sophomore physical education
majors are the officials of the meet,
MONDAY—JUNE 3RD
with Miss Rachael Savage, and Miss
World Premier Showing
Helen Marbut, instructors of physical
education, as supervisors.
WILL ROGERS
The primary object of having this
—in—
meet each year is to give the sophomore physical education majors traina
Doubting Thomas"
ing in running off a competitive event
which is:difficult and takes a great deal
of organization, as stated by Miss MarBILLIF/ BURKE
but. Second in importance is the
ALISON 5KTPWORTH
benefit to the contestants. ■ s
STERLING
HOLLOWAY
In the track meet last year, Lurline
Barksdale, Brookneal, and Alma Miller, Woodstock, tied for first place as
the individual point winner, whille
Charlotte Homan|" Harrisonburg, and
Lilian Gochenour
*
Doris Bubb, Woodbridge, tied for secEXCLUSIVE MILLINER.
ond place. Florence Rice, Rockville,
HOSE
UNDERWEAR
Md., won third place.
singer Topping, Wilma Cary Tucker,
Alma Sue Wampler, Annie Virginia
Williams, Eleanor Bayley Ziegler.
High School Teaching and
Administration
Mary Slyvia Adler, Louise T. Allred, (Margaret Bernadette Andersen,
Anna Virginia Andes, Rebecca Balaban, Eleanor Hottel Balthis (December), Ruth Bonbora Bowman, Mary
Frances Brown (March), Phoebe Catherine Bryan, Mary Lee Bryant, Grace
Elizabeth Buie, Ruby Katherine Burnette, Kathleen Carolyn Carpenter,
Julia Edmond CoUrter, Theodora Cavalier Cox, Samuella Hawes Crim, Doris
Delina Dishner, Mildred Edith Dudley, Beulah Virginia Ellis, Geraldine
Briggs Fray, Alma Wortlrow Fultz,
Dorothy Minnet Gillen,/Ellen Louise
Golladay, Vivian Inez GraybeaL Genevieve Esther Heins, Mollie Dillard
Heizer, Dorothy Lea Helmintoller,
Virginia Frances Hitt, Florence Holland, Margaret Rives, Hopkins, Velma
Mae Kilmartin, Elizabeth Cole Kincannon, Joyce Lea, Mary Virginia Lea,
Kathleen Douglas MacDonald, Ruth
Gillespie McNeil, Mary Madeline Mac- ■
kesy, Anna Maistrelli, Elsie Cordelia
Mallory, Henrietta Bain Manson, Mary
Vernon Montgomery, Ellen Nora Moran, Maurie Lucille Moroney, Shirley
Barbara Moser, Lula Louise Neill,
Annie Elizabeth Page, Mary Adelina
Penington, Jessie Phillips, Emily Virginia Pattman, Margaret Ellen Regan,
Alva Wenonah Rice, Joyce Anabel
Rieley, Elizabeth Barbara Rott, Sophie
Schneer, Annabel
Davis
Selden
(March), Carlotte Elizabeth Sheets,
Martha Mae Sheffler, Ruth Merrill Shular, Alice Preston Thomas, Edith Virginia Todd, Eugenia Trainum, Anna
Lee Tutwiler, Mary Kevan Van Landingham, Margaret Malinda Ward, Mary
Victoria Wright.
Elementary Teaching and Supervision
Mary Page Barnes, Virginia Herbert
Bean, Aubyn Margaret Chance, Iola
Louise Cloud, Eleanor Bird Cook, Hattie Atwood Courter, Mary Elizabeth
Deaver, Elsie Nina Graybeal, Grace
Elizabeth Madden, Josephine Laura
Miller, Virginia Jean Moyer, Alma

124 East Market Street
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Harrisonburg's Exclusive
LADIES 'SHOPPE

RALPH'S
"If It's New We Have It"
K
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PAULINE'S BEAUTY
ii
SCHOOL

*

MOVED TO SOUTH SIDE
SQUARE—NEAR DENTON
STORE
J

I!

PHONE

76 4-J
- -_.
;
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QUALITY -|- SERVICE
IS OUR MOTTO
When you have us print your
School Annual, Catalog, Magazine, Newspaper, or Printing of
any Kind—Your work loolu
NEW, MODERN, and
DIFFERENT

*

The

Beverley Press, Inc. ij
20J We« Beverley Street
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

%**xx?«\**w»«xv\*x*\*xv*
Maude Poore, Mary Eaton Rhodes
(December), Sara Emeleen Sapp,
Martha Virginia Saunders, Clyde Hellen Schuler, Madeline Jane Shaw, Elizabeth Anna Showalter, Marian Colton Smith, Mildred Darden Stephenson,
Reba Vivian Stewart, Eleanor Hudson Studebaker, Geneva Jane Whitmer
(December).

ggirouaoannguaaanaunnmii»ifinnnnrlljuuu^m.nnn»BnMnnrnnnrH,

WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU VISIT OUR
Ladies' Ready ■ to - Wear, Millinery, and
Shoe Departments
"The Smartest and Newest Always Shown"

